
One little froggie said, "This is no fun!"

1  frog  say "Not funny!"

He jumped in and now we are done.

1 jump  now  we done/finished.
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Twinkle, twinkle little star..

Shine, shine star. 

How I wonder what you are..

Wonder me.

Excerpt from the Cheat Sheet for Twinkle, Twinkle, Little Star
WORD Description of Action

diamond Touch right "d" hand to left hand's ring finger. 
in Touch all fingertips of right hand together as if holding something. Then

put the imaginary "something" into the center of a left "o" hand. 
like/same Touch the sides of "d" hands once on the left hand side of the body and

then again on the right side of the body. 
me Point to self with index finger
shine Hold "and" hands at chest level, fingers touching. Open hands while

moving them upward, to suggest a burst of light. 
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